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A thermal model for induction motor analysis under faulty
operating conditions by using finite element method
Abstract. The aim of this work is to present an electromagnetic-thermal model of a Three-phase squirrel cage induction motor taking into account
faulty operating conditions. The model is based on the resolution of the stationary electromagnetic equation, in terms of magnetic vector potential
(MVP) coupled to the thermal equations using finite element method (FEM). The coupling of electromagnetic and thermal phenomenon is ensured
through the power density. The considered faults are principally the ones due to the open-circuit of a phase and broken rotor bars. We will study the
influence of the different considered faults on the magnetic flux with harmonic spectrum analysis and the temperature in strategic regions of the
motor.
Streszczenie. Przedstawiono elektromagnetyczny/termiczny model trójfazowego klatkowego silnika indukcyjnego z uwzględnieniem jego
uszkodzenia. Do modelowania wykorzystano metodę elementu skończonego. Analizowano wpływ różnych uszkodzeń na pracę silnika. (Model
termiczny silnika indukcyjnego uwzględniający jego uszkodzenia i wykorzystujący metodę element€ skończonego)
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Introduction
The induction motors have known an accelerated
growth in the last decades. Indeed, they are the most used
in industrial domain and also in domestic application.
Induction motor especially squirrel cage motor is very
simple and it is almost unbreakable. Its cost is low; it is
highly reliable and rugged. Moreover, squirrel cage motors
have a very high efficiency, but their main disadvantage is
that they are subject to different types of faults. In industry,
squirrel-cage motors are often exposed to hostile
environment or subject to manufacturing defects leading to
failure in the industrial process. To avoid this, maintenance
specialists integrate online monitoring systems for all the
relevant information concerning the state of the motor.
Reliable functioning of induction motors is related to
minimizing machine downtime and maintaining high
performance, which contributes to scrap-free production
and overall sustainability in manufacturing. For all these
reasons, the diagnosis and detection of failures in squirrel
cage induction motors become necessary in order to avoid
catastrophic accidents [1, 2, 3].
The faults may be broken bar fault, bearing fault, rotor
mass unbalance fault, bowed rotor fault, stator winding
fault, single phasing fault, and crawling. The effects of these
faults include unbalanced stator currents and voltages,
oscillations in torque, reduction in efficiency, overheating,
and excessive vibrations. Moreover, these faults can
increase the magnitude of certain harmonic components of
currents and voltages [4, 5, 6, 7].
In recent years, there has been significant progress in
the field of the fault analysis and maintenance of induction
machines, with the extension of computer techniques, and
control techniques. Researchers have exploited different
physical signals such vibrations, stator current, thermal
images, acoustic signals, rotor currents [8, 9, 10, 11].
Various models-based diagnostic systems exploiting
different methods such as finite element method [12, 13, 14,
15], analytical methods or magnetic coupled circuits method
[16, 17, 18], have been established. The most accurate
motor model is based on finite element method (FEM) since
it can take into account the actual geometry of the machine
which may lead to more accurate electromagnetic and
thermal results.
In the present work, a finite element model for analyzing
the temperature distribution and the harmonic spectrum of
the magnetic vector potential (MVP), is introduced in order
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to assess the state of operating of the induction motor. The
developed model is implemented under MATLAB software
and the results are obtained for the healthy and faulty
operating conditions.
Electromagnetic problem formulation
The governing magnetic field equation in term of MVP is
given as follows in the 2D cartesian coordinates:
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  jg A   J s
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where,  is the magnetic reluctivity of material and A is
the MVP,  the electrical conductivity and g the slip. J s is
the source exciting current density, N c and S c are
respectively the number of coil turns and the cross-sectional

area of the coil, n is the unit vector along the direction of
the exciting current I . K f is the volume occupation space
(1)

coefficient and  is the pulsation.
The current density of the stator winding is given by the
following system:
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Using the Galerkin finite element method,
expression (1) is written in space as follows:
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where  is the boundary surrounding the meshed regions
area , and s is the area of the conductors.  i represents
the shape function. By the introduction of the approximation
functions of the MVP eq. (4), and considering the term on
the boundry  equal to zero, we will obtain the following
algebraic system of equations:

M  

(5)

j  g K

A   F 

where, M  is the stiffness matrix, K  is the mass matrix,
F  represents the source vector and A is the vector of
the unknown.
Thermal problem formulation
For thermal equations in the considered regions,
considering Fourier’s Law by applying the first
thermodynamics principal in an elementary volume  , the
equation may be given in its general form by:

Like most authors, we have compared the winding to an
equivalent homogeneous medium with the average thermal
conductivity of eq,copper [20], and we have focused on
determining the values of the equivalent thermal
conductivity and heat capacity. Several studies provide data
on the equivalent conductivity of the winding. These data
come from experimentation, from numerical integration
carried out on an element area section of a slot [21], from
an analytical approach [22], or from finite element modeling
of an elementary pattern [23].
The slot with copper and insulation is transformed to
one equivalent homogeneous medium with the average
thermal conductivity of eq,copper. The steps of the
transformation are illustrated in Fig.1. which gives the actual
slot with wires and the equivalent slot with the equivalent
wire presenting equivalent electrical conductivity and an
equivalent thermal conductivity.
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where  is the mass density, Cp is the specific heat,  the
thermal conductivity, q is the power density, T is the
unknown temperature located in (x,y) at time t and the
ambient temperature is Ta .
In the same way as in the electromagnetic modelling in
the Cartesian case, equation (6) is given as follow:
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Using the Galerkin’s procedure, and after shape
function projection at each node of the finite element mesh,
the resulting discrete form of expressions (7) and (8) is
obtained as follow:
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The time derivative is replaced by a finite difference. The
power density generated by the Joule effect in the
considered regions is given as follow [19]:
(10)
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where J , is the induced current density and  eq is given
by  eq   .k f .
Finally, one gets:
(11)

 eq T  
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where  eq 0 is the material equivalent electrical conductivity
at ambient temperature.  is the temperature coefficient of
this material.The winding of the machine is a
heterogeneous element of complex structure; it consists of
enameled copper wires impregnated with resin that
dissipate heat by the Joule effect. Hence, the stator winding
requires careful modeling since it is one of the hottest point
of the machine, thus its thermal behavior must be
reproduced as precisely as possible.

Fig.1. Transformation of the stator slot for an average thermal
conductivity,(a) Original slot area, (b) Equivalent slot with an
equivalent conductivity.

Conductivity of the equivalent slot is given by the following
equations:
1  K f  copper  K f  copper
eq,copper  r
(12)
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By taking r equal to 0.2 [Wm c ], the thermal conductivity
of a slot region is calculated as:
r
0.2
(14)
eq ,copper 

 0.6 [Wm-1c-1]
1 K f
1  0.45
-1 -1

The equivalent specific heat when considering two
materials A and B which present respectively k f and

1 k f  fractional ponderation volume is given by [19]:
 C peq  k f  A C pA  1  k f  B C pB 
(15)

where the volumic mass density and the heat capacity of
the materials A and B are respectively A, B and CpA, CpB..
Results and discussion
Fig.2 shows the geometry of the studied motor. It
depicts also the considered nodes where the temperature
data are calculated. The electric parameters are given by
Table1, while Table2 and Table3 give respectively the
geometrical and thermal characteristics of the considered
motor.
Table 1. Electrical characteristics of the induction motor
Components
Value
Rated electrical power
2.2kW
Number of phase
3
Frequency
50Hz
Rated voltage
380 V
Rated current
5.2 A
Rated speed
1420 rpm
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Fig.4. MVP air gap wave form in healthy operating

Figure.5 depicts the distribution of the temperature in
the induction motor for the case of healthy operating.
Fig.2. C: First Fault: Phase C open
: Second Fault: Four bars broken
C/ : Third Fault: Phase C open and four bars broken
: Nodes temperatures evaluations
Table 2. Geometrical characteristics of the induction motor
Components
Frame diameter
Stator outer diameter
Stator inner diameter
Number of stator slots
Rotor outer diameter
Rotor inner diameter
Shaft diameter
Number of rotor slots

value
153mm
145 mm
88.5 mm
36
88mm
57.75mm
37mm
28

Table 3. Thermal characteristics of the induction motor
Components
Stator
Moving
armature
(Rotor)
Copper
Conductors
insulator
Air
Aluminum

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m .°C)

Heat
Capacity
(J/kg. K)

Mass
density
3
(Kg/m )

71
51

444
460

7860
7750

386
0.2

383
1700

8954
1350

0.025
204

1600
896

1.2
2707

Fig.5. Isotherms in induction motor in healthy operating

Figure.6 gives the temperatures versus time at node
(60971), node (76736), node (27030) and node (47668)
representing different regions of the motor respectively the
stator slot, the rotor bar, the stator back iron and the rotor
back iron as shown in Fig.2.

Healthy operating
Fig.3 (a) shows the finite element mesh of the solved
domain for the electromagnetic and thermal problems.
Linear first-order elements are used for the domain
discretization. Fig.3(b) shows the fux lines distribution for
healthy operating of the induction motor. The lines form four
poles. Fig.4 gives the MVP waveforms in the air gap.

Fig.6. Temperature versus time computed at nodes representing
different regions of the induction motor in healthy operating

Fig.3. Finite element mesh for the electromagnetic and thermal
problems (a), Flux lines distribution in the induction motor in healthy
operating (b).
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Faulty operating with phase C open
We present the results for the case of the faulty
operating of the induction motor. The first considered fault is
only open circuit fault. When phase C is open, several
simulations have been carried out to evaluate the effect of
this type of faults on the magnetic vector potential, and on
the temperature. Fig.7 and Fig.8 show respectively the
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superposition of the air gap MVP wave form and the
harmonic spectrum representation of MVP in faulty (Phase
C open) and healthy operating conditions. As seen from
Fig.8, we notice that in the healthy case the spectral
representation shows the presence of several harmonics
due to the non sinusoidal and noisy form of the magnetic
vector potential curve. In the faulty case, we see the
appearance of other harmonics and the reduction for some
others, this is due to the opening of phase C compared to
healthy operating state.
.

Faulty operating with four broken rotor bars
The second considered fault is only broken rotor bars.
We consider in this case, four broken rotor bars as shown in
Fig.2. Fig.10 and Fig.11 show respectively the
superposition of the air gap MVP wave form and the
harmonic spectrum representation of the MVP in faulty
operating with four broken rotor bars and healthy operating.
Fig.11 shows that in the faulty case most harmonics
situated between rank 1 and rank 25 have significantly
increased due to the broken four bars of the rotor.

Fig.7. MVP air gap wave form in faulty (Phase C open) and healthy
operating

Fig.10. MVP air gap wave form in faulty (Four broken rotor bars)
and healthy operating

Fig.8. Harmonic spectrum representation of the MVP in faulty
(Phase C open) and healthy operating

Fig.11. Harmonic spectrum representation of the MVP in faulty
(Four broken rotor bars) and healthy operating

Fig.9 gives the superposition of the temperature versus
time at node (60971), node (76736), node (27030) and
node (47668) in healthy and faulty operating when phase C
is open. As seen from Fig.10, we notice that the
temperatures in the case of healthy operating are more
important compared to those of faulty operating.

Fig.12 shows the superposition of the temperature
versus time at node (60971), node (76736), node (27030)
and node (47668) in healthy and faulty operating in the
case of four broken rotor bars. By comparing the
temperatures given in the healthy and the faulty cases, it
can be noticed that the temperatures in faulty operating
have significantly increased only in node (27030) compared
to the tempearture in the same node in healthy operating.
This increase is about 4.6 °C.

Fig.9. Temperature versus time representing different regions of
the faulty motor (Phase C open) and healthy operation

Fig.12. Temperature versus time representing different regions of
the motor faulty (Four broken rotor bars) and healthy operatings
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Fault operating with four broken rotor bars and phase
C open
The third simulation is relative to the case of four broken
rotor bars and phase C open simultaneously. Fig.13 and
Fig.14 give respectively the superposition of the air gap
MVP wave form and the harmonic spectrum representation
of the MVP in faulty operating with four broken rotor bars
and healthy operating. In Fig.14, and compared to the
healthy operation, it is shown that in the faulty case, the
harmonics situated between rank 1 and rank 20 have
significantly increased due to the broken four bars and
phase C open.

We can see from the results above that in the case of
broken rotor bars, an increase in temperature is registered.
Table 4 gives a recapitulation of the temperatures at steady
state in the different considered points. The temperatures
decrease in the case of stator open phase, however in the
case of broken rotor bars, the temperatures increase. This
shows that temperature may constitute an indication of the
presence of defect in the motor. Furthermore, the flux
density waveform presents perturbations in the defect zone.
Table 4. Temperatures in healthy and faulty operating

Node

76736
60971
27030
47668

Fig.13. MVP air gap wave form in faulty (Four broken rotor bars
and Phase C open) and healthy operating

Fig.14. Harmonic spectrum representation of the MVP in faulty
(Four broken rotor bars and Phase C open) and healthy operating

Fig.15 gives the superposition of the temperature versus
time at node (60971), node (76736), node (27030) and
node (47668) in healthy and faulty operating when four rotor
bars are broken and phase C open. Fig.15 shows that the
temperatures in the case of faulty operating have
significantly decreased in the major considered nodes
compared to those of faulty operating.

Fig.15. Temperature versus time representing different regions of
the motor faulty (Four broken rotor bars and Phase C open) and
healthy operatings
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Healthy

94.205 °C
88.397 °C
47.219 °C
90.508 °C

Faulty
Phase C
open

Faulty
four broken
rotor bars

80.683 °C
74.727 °C
43.238 °C
76.585 °C

94.869 °C
88.827 °C
51.893 °C
92.029 °C

Faulty
four
broken
rotor bars
and Phase
C open
80.992°C
74.930°C
47.364°C
76.881°C

Conclusion
In this paper, a 2D finite element thermal modeling of
three-phase squirrel cage induction motor under healthy
and faulty operating conditions is presented. In this context,
a electromagnetic-thermal model was solved and
implemented under MATLAB software. The coupling
parameter between the two models is the Joule power
density.Three sorts of faults were investigated, they consist
first of a stator open phase, namely phase C, the second
fault consists of four broken rotor bars. the third case is
four broken rotor bars and the stator phase C open,
simultaneously. Temperature profiles were ploted in several
points representing the different regions of the studied
motor. From the obtained results, we can show that the
temperature distribution and the harmonic spectrum
analysis may give precious information about the presence
of defects in the considered induction motor.
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